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Samsung GP-TYR905HCASW watch part/accessory Watch strap

Brand : Samsung Product code: GP-TYR905HCASW

Product name : GP-TYR905HCASW

Milanese Band for Galaxy Watch4/Watch5 40mm only, Silver

Samsung GP-TYR905HCASW watch part/accessory Watch strap:

Specially made for Galaxy Watch4 and Watch5
It's a modern design, so it goes well with everything from trendy overlook to neat classic clothes, so it's
even better to wear as a daily watch that you can wear right away when you go out

Simple and comfort wearing
The use of the magnet D-buckle brings luxury and convenience in length adjustment.The smooth and
dense mesh texture gives comfort feeling around your wrist.
Samsung GP-TYR905HCASW. Watch part/accessory type: Watch strap, Material: Stainless steel, Buckle
material: Stainless steel

Features

Watch part/accessory type * Watch strap
Material Stainless steel

Features

Buckle material Stainless steel
Buckle colour Silver
Easy to install
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